
 
 

Instructions: Rewrite items 1-10 with correct grammar and punctuation. There may be more than one correctly 
rewritten version depending on your word choice, restructuring and understanding of the original sentences. 

WORKSHEET 1 

1 

01.  I went to shopping at London on last Friday. I 
spended many money for new coat.  

 
02. My boss want me to finish work until 9pm so he can 

lock door to office.  
 

03. The project take long time to finish, but now we 
done! We have celebrate tonight.  

 
04. My friend tell me that more peoples living in Jakarta 

more than London.  
 

05. If I having problem with my childrens, I speak my 
mother for helping me.  

 
06. Whenever I am boring, I find more interesting thing 

to do for example jogging.  
 

07. Tom and me soon go to home. We have working for 
more 12 hour today!  

 
08. I have sad. Because my dog dead. He was more old 

than ten year.  
 

09. Who the man that now sit near to the door? I never 
see him before.   

 
10. I am enjoying when I go to zoo at Paris. Did you ever 

saw a panda up close? 
 



 
 

Instructions: Rewrite items 1-10 with correct grammar and punctuation. There may be more than one correctly 
rewritten version depending on your word choice, restructuring and understanding of the original sentences. 

WORKSHEET 2 

2 

01. I could concentrate to my work even if two staffs was 
noisy yesterday.  

 
02. The employees back home after discussing about new 

project yesterday night.  
 

03. I gave ticket for my friend to look Olympians play 
swimming.  He enjoyed very much.  

 
04. In my image, America is less crowding to Japan, and 

have many more nature.  
 

05. Why I said my daughter to go home is because she 
have many work to do in home. 

 
06. I wondering what does happen if IBM merges to Apple 

to form larger company.  
 

07. I enjoying drinking at downtown. I go to there as 
soon I finish work tonight.  

 
08. Most of peoples does not worry about danger of 

earthquake because strong buildings.  
 

09. There is many kind of food for eating here at Paris. I 
getting little fat recently. 

 
10. I planning to lose my weight in this summer by 

exercise. I wish I get slim. 
  



 
 

Instructions: Rewrite items 1-10 with correct grammar and punctuation. There may be more than one correctly 
rewritten version depending on your word choice, restructuring and understanding of the original sentences. 

WORKSHEET 3 

3 

01. I am easy to spend money for fashion thing. Because 
I want look cool as Mike.  

 
02. I was worry after I lose my wallet, and I searched it 

all day. I find it under chair.  
 

03. Almost all of cats are different to dog because they 
are more smaller.  

 
04. I requested my boss not to guilt me about mistake of 

the report. He still angry to me.  
 

05. There was accident at Boston in which a man takes 
women's purse. Boston is danger.  

 
06. She was so interesting woman that I fall in love to 

her immediate. And also is cute.  
 

07. We coming to Atlanta in this weekend to negotiation 
with other company.  

 
08. I joined to my company nine years and a half ago 

during I was young.  
 

09. How do you do if you get bad condition? You had 
better to buying insurance.  

 
10. I asked to them repair the broke machine until the 

22nd in May. But it still not fix. 
  



 
 

Instructions: Rewrite items 1-10 with correct grammar and punctuation. There may be more than one correctly 
rewritten version depending on your word choice, restructuring and understanding of the original sentences. 

WORKSHEET 4 

4 

01. The difference of new apartment and old apartment 
is I could now go to home by walk.  

 
02. I don't back home if I miss last train because taxi 

costing higher than 50 dollar.  
 

03. Each children have same personality as they have 
when they older.     

 
04. It was dark, then I thinking the park was not safety. 

For example, robber maybe come.  
 

05. In my image, Central Park is danger, so I am scary to 
go to there.  

 
06. I explained them about many things I easy to buy 

when I go to shopping such as hat.  
 

07. How should I do if I losing my wallet? Should I report 
to police?  

 
08. The woman angry rejected to listen my request. She 

have so bad personality.  
 

09. I made a trip to the Spain for sightseeing. I have 
tripped to there more ten times.   

 
10. Every of my friend is worried that storm coming in 

Miami in day after tomorrow. 
  



 
 

Instructions: Rewrite items 1-10 with correct grammar and punctuation. There may be more than one correctly 
rewritten version depending on your word choice, restructuring and understanding of the original sentences. 

WORKSHEET 5 

5 

01. Client which want to start to the project canceled. 
Because I was lately to meeting.  

 
02. This is ending of my speech. Thank you for your 

listening. Are there any question?  
 

03. I was not familiar for London, so I get lost on way to 
clock which I often see in TV.     

 
04. You can easy to learn new language if you making 

friend that speak the language.  
 

05. Please considering you will join to our English class. 
We have enjoying time.  

 
06. If you spend your credit card over $200, you then 

eligible for amazed prize.  
 

07. I applied a credit card in last year, but they refused 
me because I was debt.  

 
08. For each ten euro spending for this credit card, you 

receiving five point.  
 

09. I expect you have fun time when you go India in next 
week. Be sure take camera.    

 
10. I recommend you to remember grammar you have 

mistaked on these quiz. 
  



 
 

Instructions: Rewrite items 1-10 with correct grammar and punctuation. There may be more than one correctly 
rewritten version depending on your word choice, restructuring and understanding of the original sentences. 

WORKSHEET 6 

6 

01. Please consider if you buy our product. I sure you will 
enjoy because it is convenience.  

 
02. Now I move to next point. Most of American are 

lucky because they are having cars.  
 

03. I suggest you to trip to Australia. It have many 
kangaroo and other kind of animals.     

 
04. I'd like to conclude that our shirts is better to the 

shirt in other clothes company.  
 

05. Today, I talk about two points to buy our shirts. It is 
comfort, and easy for washing.  

 
06. I am wishing I join marketing department. I transfer 

there maybe in next year.  
 

07. I hope I live in Portland. Because it have many 
nature and restaurant and sea.  

 
08. Now, I introduce you the best way for finding nice 

boyfriend or girlfriend.  
 

09. Many peoples now driving bicycle. However risk of 
injury high to bicyclists.  

 
10. The new sales tax have an effect on Japanese 

economic. I think tax should removed.  
  



 
 

Instructions: Rewrite items 1-10 with correct grammar and punctuation. There may be more than one correctly 
rewritten version depending on your word choice, restructuring and understanding of the original sentences. 

WORKSHEET 7 

7 

01. I advice you to support to your manager even he does 
not appreciating your works.  

 
02. I prepared the test by a book on English grammar. I 

hoping to make high score.  
 

03. When I accessed to the database Monday, I learn we 
are having more 500 clients.     

 
04. My 15-years-old nephew is easy to search girlfriend 

because he is so good-looking boy.  
 

05. I will back to my hometown in Saturday, so I packing 
my suitcase on next friday.  

 
06. I surprised from the expensive cost of furnitures in 

the store near to my house.  
 

07. The beach is close from my friend apartment. He 
suggested me to visit to his house.  

 
08. I called to my friend and tell him to take a camera 

when he goes here at my house.  
 

09. Every persons need to do a speech describing about 
their role in company.    

 
10. The difference of dog and cat is dog make many noise 

more than cat.  
  



 
 

Instructions: Rewrite items 1-10 with correct grammar and punctuation. There may be more than one correctly 
rewritten version depending on your word choice, restructuring and understanding of the original sentences. 

WORKSHEET 8 

8 

01. The weather is a bit changed. It is certain much cold 
today than yesterday.   

 
02. I don't easily to understand the reasons why he is 

famous recently. I surprised.  
 

03. Most of American have same opinion to Japanese for 
issue of drink driving.     

 
04. He spended many money for gambling. Then his wife 

have angry to him.  
 

05. Friday I going back at Atlanta to negotiation with 
other company in evening.  

 
06. I hoping to sky diving someday. But I afraid to do by 

myself. Do you come with me?  
 

07. John returned the office more late than 9pm. 
Because he take dinner with client.  

 
08. How should you do if you lock your keys in car? Will 

you to call police for helping?  
 

09. Many my friends enjoy to go to beach while hot 
summer. Some do surfing all days.    

 
10. I went to shopping for dress at Madrid, and choose 

blue one with comfort design.  
  



 
 

Instructions: Rewrite items 1-10 with correct grammar and punctuation. There may be more than one correctly 
rewritten version depending on your word choice, restructuring and understanding of the original sentences. 

WORKSHEET 9 

9 

01. I'm preferring Boston better than New York in respect 
of universities. I like there.   

 
02. We penciled in April 8 as tentative date for next 

meeting. Room is same to last time.  
 

03. Consumption tax went up 10%. It is now double what 
it was 3 year before when 5%.     

 
04. He left to his hometown early morning. He have 

already book seat on train.  
 

05. I have yet to receive response from president Trump. 
But I not have my hope up.  

 
06. Tokyo is scaring for foreigner who never been here 

previous. But Tokyo is safety.  
 

07. There was a issue with payment from client, but now 
is fixed. I am relief.  

 
08. Maybe a typhoon is happening since there being so 

much rain. Do you worry?  
 

09. I often thinking how it now amazing for most of 
world to connect each other.    

 
10. He damaged his arm during surfing. It pained so 

much he take many pain medicine.  
  



 
 

Instructions: Rewrite items 1-10 with correct grammar and punctuation. There may be more than one correctly 
rewritten version depending on your word choice, restructuring and understanding of the original sentences. 

WORKSHEET 10 

10 

01. Note how much increased percentage of sales higher 
than previous year.   

 
02. Please write your name on the right-bottom corner of 

contract and add date of today.  
 

03. I am not quite understanding reason they have many 
confusion about new policy.     

 
04. How can I call the color circle thing in the middle of 

human eye? What is function? 
 

05. I'd rather to have a cat to a dog. Because a dog is too 
loudly and needing much care.  

 
06. Learning languages require many time and efforts, 

but it ultimately worth the efforts.  
 

07. The error would been blamed to me if I didn't 
carefully document my expenses.  

 
08. He insisted to go home and care of his sick dog. His 

boss took issue on his decision.  
 

09. I'm disappointed of my inability to lost my weight. It 
might be related with donut.  

 
10. To be success, important to think optimistic and to 

spend enough time for relax. 
  



 
 

Instructions: Rewrite items 1-10 with correct grammar and punctuation. There may be more than one correctly 
rewritten version depending on your word choice, restructuring and understanding of the original sentences. 

WORKSHEET 11 

11 

01. Most of rules of golf are easy to know. I want to 
challenge to play golf good.   

 
02. Since I had forgot my wallet, my friend borrowed me 

$50. I need to pay back soon.  
 

03. In case of national low birthrate, I feel we should 
offering more of childcare center.     

 
04. How can I spend time for my family because I have 

working such long hours?  
 

05. I will make a trip to Syria, but I am scary because my 
friend said me it is danger.  

 
06. My father let me drive car in the condition if I come 

home more early than 10 pm.  
 

07. Two manager are discussing to replace old coffee 
machine with new coffee machine.  

 
08. Welcome my presentation. I will speech about 3 

points for increasing sales. 
 

09. I have introduce about we should increasing sales. 
Are you having any question?    

 
10. Toronto is one of best place to live. Because it have 

many apartments which is wide.  
  



 
 

Instructions: Rewrite items 1-10 with correct grammar and punctuation. There may be more than one correctly 
rewritten version depending on your word choice, restructuring and understanding of the original sentences. 

WORKSHEET 12 

12 

01. America law prohibits you to drive without license, 
so I attending driving school.   

 
02. His car is more expensive price then mine because he 

earns many more money than I.  
 

03. This too expensive. I wish smaller price. How much 
discount can I have if pay cash?     

 
04. How much percentage of children enjoy to wash 

dishes? Jack never enjoy it. Me too. 
 

05. I have two sibling. Except for me, Tom and Mary is 
also member in my family.  

 
06. I often went to Leon by flight. I visit to our office 

there about three time one year.  
 

07. If I have more money, I could buy new car. But I 
having many debt to pay off.  

 
08. If they had took a camera for their trip to Africa, 

they have many amazing photo.  
 

09. My boss requested to me many thing. But I don't find 
enough times to do all.  

 
10. When I a student, I spend many times for reading but 

now I'm having no time. 
  



 
 

Instructions: Rewrite items 1-10 with correct grammar and punctuation. There may be more than one correctly 
rewritten version depending on your word choice, restructuring and understanding of the original sentences. 

WORKSHEET 13 

13 

01. I don't mostly cook. Fortunate, my wife is making me 
to cook only at Friday.   

 
02. I was used to be a police officer, but then I was tired 

to catch criminals, and I quitted.  
 

03. Shall you assist me to make dinner? I am very 
appreciate you if you can be helping.    

 
04. I cut my hair at barber shop. It costed less than 50 

peso since I have a few hair.  
 

05. I tripped to countryside just for playing golf. But 
accident occurred, so I am 3 hour late.  

 
06. How much percentage of peoples at Moscow enjoy to 

visit a museum do you think?  
 

07. My son requested to me for shopping with him to buy 
a piano for playing jazz musics.  

 
08. I now introduce 3 reasons for why you to buy piano. 

Piano is fun, beauty, and excitement.  
 

09. Ten year before, when I kid, I wasn't enjoy studying 
so now my grammar not good.  

 
10. My father has gave me extra key to house in the case 

he ever might lost his own key.  
  



 
 

Instructions: Rewrite items 1-10 with correct grammar and punctuation. There may be more than one correctly 
rewritten version depending on your word choice, restructuring and understanding of the original sentences. 

WORKSHEET 14 

14 

01. What is your thinking for why she don't feel good? I 
maybe think she ate too many cake.  

 
02. Your son acts same way you acting. He resembles 

you. Are you agreeing?  
 

03. Problem don't happen too much if being careful 
during driving. Please take caution.    

 
04. It some days happens that there is no one in small 

bar except only me and friend.  
 

05. The price of blue car was including big tax. It is 
annoying me to pay expensive tax.  

 
06. The possibility to win was small, so I rejected to play 

poker. Do you try yesterday?  
 

07. He winned me in game of chess. He is champion of 
city for chess. I envying him.  

 
08. His character is not good from his behavior. He does 

not respecting other peoples.  
 

09. The choosing was difficult, but I decided her to be my 
wife since she have long hairs.  

 
10. I am more old beside all students in this class. But it 

doesn't care since I richest. 
  



 
 

Instructions: Rewrite items 1-10 with correct grammar and punctuation. There may be more than one correctly 
rewritten version depending on your word choice, restructuring and understanding of the original sentences. 

WORKSHEET 15 

15 

01. I will treat you a beer since you cheered me week ago 
when I was strong depression.  

 
02. Womens teacher are more better than mens teachers 

from my opinion. What you think? 
 

03. The way we are grown up effects to our attitudes how 
should we treating others.    

 
04. If your father of your wife want you to visit at 

Christmas, you had better to do it.  
 

05. The economic has declining over a 15 years period. 
This fact make me depressing.  

 
06. I think is better to work less hours, and to spend 

many time more for my family.  
 

07. He was very damaged in the accident, but he is 
recovered complete by end of June.  

 
08. If you are stress, you can visit to Mexico and heal by 

beauty you will be finding there.   
 

09. I'm suggest you to tell every of your friends that you 
appreciating their friendship.  

 
10. In holidays, it is famous for many to back to 

hometown and enjoy times with families.  
  



 
 

Instructions: Rewrite items 1-10 with correct grammar and punctuation. There may be more than one correctly 
rewritten version depending on your word choice, restructuring and understanding of the original sentences. 

WORKSHEET 16 

16 

01. How you can have same age as your sister if you are 
not born same year with she?  

 
02. Most of time, I success at completing my works in 

office before end of evening.  
 

03. A few of peoples in my town mentioned about big 
taxes having bad effects.    

 
04. Why temperature drop so sudden yesterday? Now I 

have to shopping for new jacket.  
 

05. Which do you like red or blue? I'm liking blue better 
because it make me feeling calm.  

 
06. Taxes now rise for past few years. I think government 

not making good tax law.  
 

07. The product was unsuccess. I wonder what company 
try do now. Maybe they bankrupt.  

 
08. I announced about my engagement with my 

girlfriend. Every my friend were surprise.   
 

09. Why does Asian like sushi but not in other part of 
world? Is raw fish taste bad?  

 
10. Is your opinion that the big price of Germany cars 

will increasing in future?   
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rewritten version depending on your word choice, restructuring and understanding of the original sentences. 

WORKSHEET 17 

17 

01. I don't worry to have enough money when 
retirement. I think I win lottery soon.  

 
02. Many France people have habit to smoke during 

drinking coffee. But I don't like.  
 

03. I try accessed to the internet yesterday, but no 
success because many internet traffic.    

 
04. Do you know good place for eating dinner. Its already 

8 pm, and I very much hungry.  
 

05. How you do when anybody says you a name like 
"stupid"? You insult back to them?  

 
06. What is the important matter to think on this issue? 

I suggest us to make clear this.  
 

07. There was case at Portland that a women prohibited 
her husband to leave their home.  

 
08. Since you always success, I expect you to do well for 

the promotion of new product.   
 

09. Sushi doesn't popular in German. I prefer you to 
don't challenge to selling sushi there.  

 
10. They decided to promoting new product at 

companies which having large workforce.   
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WORKSHEET 18 

18 

01. How do you think we make the product more 
success? Should we make price bigger?  

 
02. I do camping when I feeling I need refresh air. I 

enjoying watching the stars in night.  
 

03. You can get your good condition if exercise every 
daily. I lost my weight 5 kilograms.    

 
04. If star fall from sky, and you are wishing, you will 

come true your wish, do you know?  
 

05. I absented class because having sick last week. Can 
you tell what homeworks is?  

 
06. There was case at 2015 that a employer did not pay 

his staffs for overwork.  
 

07. I was considering to live at Texas then I can go to 
town by my horse and be cowboy.  

 
08. The tennis star have played the game so impressingly 

so that every his fan cheering.   
 

09. Yankees winned 8 of 10 of games recently. Do you 
think their successing continue?  

 
10. The Apple new phone is being very famous recently. I 

have plan of purchasing it.   
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WORKSHEET 19 

19 

01. I'd like introduce you 3 reason for visiting to my 
hometown Plymouth near to Boston.  

 
02. You can arrive to my hometown by one hour in train. 

It has convenient for visit.  
 

03. Zoo in Paris is very cheaper less than zoo in London, 
and there is much more animal.    

 
04. I expect you enjoy back to your hometown at holiday 

for visiting to your family.  
 

05. I confident you decide to visit to USA by three reason 
I gave in my speech. 

 
06. Next, I explain danger mountains near to my 

hometown that all of visitor enjoying view.  
 

07. There so much good place to shopping here. I am 
spending big moneys every time I go.  

 
08. I have gave you three points to visit at Tokyo. It is 

convenience, fun and excited.   
 

09. You are not needing to worry about safe in my 
hometown. Because it have few crime.  

 
10. It is difficulty to grow child in Japan because 

expensive. So it is very stress for parent. 
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rewritten version depending on your word choice, restructuring and understanding of the original sentences. 

WORKSHEET 20 

20 

01. For finding boyfriend, I suggest you to go for drinking 
at place having many man.   

 
02. These reasons are my recommendation for you 

should learn to talk English fluency.  
 

03. You should take care about danger place overseas 
where there are much crowd.    

 
04. I considered measure how to not mistake when I do 

writing English emailing.  
 

05. Why I said everyone does not have a phone is because 
my uncle never having a phone. 

 
06. School is uneasy. Every children is challenging to do 

high score on every tests.  
 

07. It has passed 5 year since I joined to this 
department. I proud to being a staff here.  

 
08. While I was grow up in overseas at France, I seldom 

back to there because too expensive. 
 

09. I doesn't matter if I absent class because I finish 
many homework. Teacher now happy.  

 
10. I concern about I can take holiday by reason that I 

having too much works to finish. 


